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a b s t r a c t

The impact of the 11-year solar cycle on the stratosphere and, in particular, on the polar regions is

investigated using simulations from the Chemistry Climate Model (CCM) LMDz-Reprobus. The annual

solar signal clearly shows a stratospheric response largely driven by radiative and photochemical

processes, especially in the upper stratosphere. A month-by-months analysis suggests that dynamical

feedbacks play an important role in driving the stratospheric response on short timescales. CCM

outputs on a 10 days frequency indicate how, in the northern hemisphere, changes in solar heating in

the winter polar stratosphere may influence the upward propagation of planetary waves and thus their

deposition of momentum, ultimately modifying the strength of the mean stratospheric overtuning

circulation at middle and high latitudes. The model results emphasize that the main temperature and

wind responses in the northern hemisphere can be explained by a different timing in the occurrence of

Sudden Stratospheric Warmings (SSWs) that are caused by small changes in planetary wave

propagation depending on solar conditions. The differences between simulations forced by different

solar conditions indicate successive positive and negative responses during the course of the winter.

The solar minimum simulation generally indicates a slightly stronger polar vortex early in the winter

while the solar maximum simulation experiences more early SSWs with a stronger wave-mean flow

interaction and reduced zonal wind at mid-latitudes in the upper stratosphere. The opposite response is

observed during mid-winter, in February, with more SSWs simulated for solar minimum conditions

while solar maximum conditions are associated with a damped planetary wave activity and a

reinforced vortex after the initial stratospheric warming period. In late winter, the response is again

reversed, as noticed in the temperature differences, with major SSW mostly observed in the solar

maximum simulation and less intense final warmings simulated for solar minimum conditions. Due to

the non-zonal nature of SSWs, the stratospheric response presents high regional variability during the

northern hemisphere winter. As a result, successive positive and negative responses are observed

during the course of the winter.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Earth climate is primarily driven by the sun. The discus-
sion, about the potential contribution of the sun fluctuations on
the climate evolution, requires an improvement of our knowledge
ll rights reserved.
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on the origin and mechanisms of the solar forcing. Solar activity
disturbances on different time-scales can affect our atmosphere
in many different ways (Haigh, 2007; Gray et al., 2010). There are
several properties of the sun emissions that vary and may
contribute to atmospheric and climate change on Earth: Total
Solar Irradiance (TSI) changes, variations in the ultraviolet part of
the solar spectrum, and varying energetic electron and proton
precipitations. The change in TSI over the 11-year cycle from solar
minimum to solar maximum is only of 0.1%. About a third of the
TSI change over the 11-year solar cycle occurs below 250 nm
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(Lean, 1989). The UV radiation fluctuations can induce significant
atmospheric variability through changes in absorption by O3 and
O2 and photochemistry, primarily in the middle to upper strato-
sphere at low latitudes (Haigh, 1994). A plausible mechanism for
solar influences on the atmosphere, therefore, might invoke
changes in stratospheric temperature and ozone due to ultraviolet
(UV) variations. In addition, transport-induced changes in ozone
can occur as a consequence of indirect effects on circulation
caused by the above process (Hood and Soukharev, 2003; Rind
et al., 2004; Shindell et al., 2006; Gray et al., 2009). Variations in
both ozone and temperature in the stratosphere have been linked
successfully to solar cycles using observations and model simula-
tions (Gray et al., 2010). Chemistry models imposing idealized
ozone changes reproduced the temperature response especially
the maximum warming around the equatorial stratopause (Haigh,
1999; Shindell et al., 1999, 2001; Larkin et al., 2000; Rind, 2002;
Matthes et al., 2003; Haigh, 2003). Nonetheless, large unexplained
differences between the calculated and observed stratospheric
response persist such as the observed poleward and downward
propagation of the signal at polar latitudes (Matthes et al., 2003),
the negative temperature response at high latitudes (Keckhut
et al., 2005), or the secondary maximum in the equatorial lower
stratosphere. The quantification of the atmospheric response due
to solar changes requires more sophisticated numerical models
such as Chemistry Climate Models (CCMs) that describe all the
required stratospheric photochemistry, radiative and dynamical
processes and their interactions in both the troposphere where
waves are generated and in the middle atmosphere where waves
propagate and dissipate. Studies using these models showed a
real improvements of the vertical structure of the annual mean
ozone signal in the tropics, including the lower stratospheric
maximum even if the peak in the upper stratosphere tends to be
slightly lower than observed (Labitzke et al., 2002; Tourpali et al.,
2003; Egorova et al., 2004; Rozanov et al., 2004; Shindell et al., 2006;
Schmidt and Brasseur, 2006; McCormack et al., 2007; Marsh et al.,
2007; Austin et al., 2007, 2008; Matthes et al., 2007, 2010). The
direct effect of the 11-year solar cycle on ozone via radiation and
chemistry in the upper stratosphere depends generally on a good
representation of solar radiation processes in both the radiative
transfer and in the photochemistry parameterisation (see Chapters 3
and 6 in SPARC-CCM Val Report, 2011 and Forster et al., 2011).
However, the indirect dynamical effect in the tropical lower strato-
sphere and extra-tropical stratosphere and the extension of the
signal into the troposphere (Gray et al., 2010) are more challenging
to reproduce. These studies highlighted the importance of different
factors such as realistic interannual variability in the SSTs variables,
the time-varying solar cycle or the QBO in the stratospheric solar
response. Hence, despite these general improvements in our under-
standing of mechanisms involved in the atmospheric solar response,
there are still specific features that are not reproduced by models
especially in polar regions.

The initial UV-driven changes in heating rate and ozone,
although small, could induce significant dynamical changes on a
global scale (Hines, 1974). Observations and analyses have indeed
reported large dynamical signatures in the middle atmosphere
at high latitudes correlated with solar activity, which tend to
support this idea. Indeed, a solar temperature anomaly near the
equatorial stratopause could induce wind anomalies and there-
fore influence the propagation of planetary waves in the winter
hemisphere (Kodera, 1995)Thus, changes in the planetary wave
forcing could play an important role in the dynamical feedbacks
(Chandra, 1986; Gray et al., 2001; Kodera and Kuroda, 2002),
especially by influencing the strength of the large-scale Brewer–
Dobson (B–D) circulation that may be transferred and may amplify
the atmospheric solar signal from the equatorial stratopause to the
lower polar stratosphere. Mechanistic simulations (Hampson et al.,
2006) have shown that the atmospheric response at high latitudes is
not a linear function of the solar forcing and depends on the
background level of wave activity, triggering polar stratospheric
warming events. Such large dynamical events can have the potential
to cause anomalies in the stratospheric circulation that can propa-
gate to the surface (Baldwin et al., 2003).

In this paper, we investigate the middle atmospheric response
to the 11-year solar cycle using the fully interactive 3D coupled
Chemistry-Climate Model LMDz-Reprobus (Jourdain et al., 2008)
especially in polar region. Our focus is the relationship between
the stratospheric solar response and the occurrence of the strato-
spheric warming and their timing during the course of the winter.
Since these dynamical processes are difficult to detect from a
Multi Linear Regression (MLR) analysis of transient simulation,
the CCM used here was integrated for two 30-year time slices
representative of solar maximum and solar minimum conditions.
Comparisons between the two simulations are used to derive the
stratospheric response to solar forcing. In this approach, all
external forcings are identical in both simulations except for the
solar irradiance; the solar forcing is also kept constant in time in
each simulation allowing to focus our analysis only on the
relationship between the atmospheric solar response and the
dynamical polar processes. It is worth keeping in mind that this
model set up might tend to amplify slightly the atmospheric
response to solar changes and is less comparable to solar signals
derived from observations where obviously the solar forcing is
time varying. We investigated the atmospheric response in
monthly—but also over 10 days time scale—means, particularly
for high latitudes. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2
provides a description of LMDz-Reprobus CCM and the experi-
mental setup. The third section shows the solar signature in
ozone, temperature and wind fields in the LMDz-Reprobus
simulations. Section 4 describes the role of the dynamics in the
amplification of the solar signal and Section 5 provides results on
the northern hemispheric longitudinal response. A summary of
the results and main conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. Model description

The LMDz-Reprobus model is a Chemistry-Climate Model
based on the coupling between LMDZ4 general circulation model
(Sadourny and Laval, 1984; Le Treut et al., 1994, 1998; Hourdin
et al., 2006) and the Reprobus stratospheric chemistry package
(Lef�evre et al., 1994, 1998). The model extends from the ground
up to 65 km, on 50 hybrid s-pressure vertical levels (Lott et al.,
2005). The resolution in the stratosphere varies from about 1 km
at an altitude of 12 km to 3 km at 50 km. For the applications
presented here, the model was integrated with a horizontal
resolution of 3.751 in longitude and 2.51 in latitude.

A first version of LMDz-Reprobus has been extensively
described by Jourdain et al. (2008). Since that study, an important
improvement brought to the underlying GCM physics (LMDZ4) is
the replacement of the Tiedtke (1989) convection scheme by that
described in Emanuel (1991, 1993). This change has been shown
by Hourdin et al. (2006) to lead to a better representation of the
large-scale tropospheric dynamics. It also has the interesting
effect of improving the temperature climatology of the model in
the lower stratosphere. In particular, the use of the Emanuel
(1991) convection scheme in LMDz-Reprobus reduces signifi-
cantly the cold bias previously noted in the polar stratosphere
in winter–spring (Jourdain et al., 2008).

The Reprobus chemistry module is basically unchanged from
the version used by Jourdain et al. (2008). It includes 55 chemical
species and a comprehensive description of the stratospheric
chemistry. Absorption cross-sections and kinetics data are based
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Fig. 1. Variation of the composite solar spectrum for the chosen dates February 2,
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on the latest JPL recommendation (Sander et al., 2006). The
monthly varying global distribution of background (e.g.
non-volcanic) stratospheric sulphuric acid aerosol is provided by
a two-dimensional model long-term simulation (Bekki et al.,
1993) for the 2000 year ensuring that the seasonal variation of
the background aerosol levels is typical of the last 11-year solar
cycle. The heterogeneous chemistry included in the model takes
into account the reactions on binary and ternary liquid aerosols,
as well as on solid NAT or on water-ice particles. The irreversible
vertical transfer of HNO3 and H2O due to the sedimentation of
PSCs (i.e. denitrification) is also taken into account. In the tropo-
sphere, where the chemistry is not explicitly treated by Reprobus,
the model is relaxed towards a monthly varying climatology of
O3, CO, and NOx computed by the TOMCAT chemical-transport
model (Law et al., 1998; Savage et al., 2004).

The photolysis rates used in Reprobus are pre-calculated off-
line with the Tropospheric and Ultraviolet visible (TUV) model
(Madronich and Flocke, 1999). TUV calculates in spherical geometry
the actinic flux, scattering, and absorption through the atmosphere
by the multistream discrete ordinate method of Stamnes et al.
(1988). The spectral domain covers the 116–850 nm interval.
Calculations of photolyse rate are performed on a 1 nm wavelength
grid, except in the regions of importance for the 11-year solar cycle,
where the resolution is largely increased to accurately describe the
spectral features in the solar flux or in the absorption cross-sections:
the wavelength resolution of our calculations with TUV reaches
0.01 nm in the Schumann–Runge bands of O2. At this resolution, the
absorption by O2 in the Schumann–Runge bands can be computed
line-by-line, and we used for that purpose the temperature-depen-
dent polynomial coefficients determined by Minschwaner et al.
(1992). The temperature dependence of absorption cross-sections
is taken into account using climatological temperature profiles. The
albedo considered for the computation of photolysis rates is set to a
globally averaged value of 0.3 with solar zenith angle varying from
0 to 951. Once calculated, the photolysis rates of the 36 species
photodissociated in LMDz-Reprobus are stored in a 3-dimensional
look-up table as a function of the overhead O2 column, the overhead
O3 column, and the solar zenith angle. For each sunlit grid point, the
actual photolysis rates used by LMDz-Reprobus are then interpo-
lated in the table according to those three parameters.

We perform 30-years integrations of the Chemistry-Climate
Model for solar maximum versus solar minimum conditions. Four
years being taken as spin up, the results presented here are based on
the last 26 years of simulation. For each of the two experiments, the
solar spectra used to compute the photolysis rates between 116 and
410 nm were specified from the measurements of the SUSIM instru-
ment on board the UARS satellite (Floyd et al., 2003). These data were
obtained respectively on 2 February 1992 (solar maximum) and 10
October 1996 (solar minimum) (see Figs. 1 and 2). The difference
between the two measured solar spectra used in the forcing of the
simulations (5% for the 200–250 nm band) is larger than the
commonly used difference found between the maximum and mini-
mum of a typical 11 year cycle that is derived from monthly averaged
reconstructed spectra (3.5% for the 200–250 nm band). At longer
wavelengths (410–850 nm), where the variability of the solar flux
over the 11-year cycle is negligible, we used for both simulations the
same spectrum measured in March 1992 by the SOLSPEC instrument
on the Space Shuttle (Thuillier et al., 2004).

The solar part of the radiative scheme is based on an improved
version of the two bands scheme developed by Fouquart and
Bonnel (1980) and the thermal infrared part of the radiative code
is taken from Morcrette et al. (1986). While this scheme is crude,
note that the thermal component of the solar forcing (e.g. changes
in net heating from solar changes only, keeping chemical composi-
tion unchanged) does not exhibit a dependency on wavelength as
strong as the photolysis component of the solar forcing. Nonetheless,
the use of a simple two bands radiation code tends to underestimate
the temperature response when compared to other radiation models
with the same solar irradiance fluctuations (SPARC-CCM Val Report,
2011; Forster et al., 2011). The radiative scheme takes into account
the radiatively active species H2O, CO2, O3, N2O, CH4, CFC-11, and
CFC-12. Surface mixing ratios for these constituents are identical for
both GCM experiments, and are constrained by values typical of the
year 2000 (scenario REF-B1 of Eyring et al., 2008).

Finally, the sea surface temperature and sea ice concentra-
tion used in both simulations are forced by the same AMIP
(Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project) climatology
(Kanamitsu et al., 2002) averaged over the 1995–2004 period
and the QBO is not generated in our model.
3. Atmospheric response to solar forcing

3.1. Annual ozone and temperatures solar signature

The 11-year solar cycle has a direct impact on ozone via radiation
(thermal effect) and photochemistry (photolysis effect), especially in
the upper stratosphere, and an indirect impact through dynamics and
transport and coupling with chemistry throughout the stratosphere
(Gray et al., 2010). Fig. 3 presents the model-simulated annual mean



Fig. 3. Annual climatology (over 26 years of simulation) of temperature and ozone

response (%) over a 11-year solar cycle (difference between solar maximum and

minimum conditions) as a function of pressure and latitude.
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(averaged over the 26 years of simulation) changes in temperature
and ozone mixing ratio between the solar maximum and solar
minimum conditions. The shade of grey corresponds to 90% signifi-
cance level. A statistically significant solar signal is obtained only in
middle and upper stratosphere of the low and mid-latitudes, and in
the tropical lower stratosphere.

The largest temperature and ozone solar response occurs in
the upper stratosphere between 1 and 3 hPa. This is mostly
caused by the direct solar effect (thermal and photolysis effect)
which is initiated by enhanced UV absorption during solar
maxima that leads to higher temperatures and greater ozone
through enhanced photochemical production from the O2 photo-
lysis, which in turn increases the temperature.

In our study, the model produces a tropical temperature
response of about 1 K around the stratopause and 0.3 K below
10 hPa, corresponding to 0.77 K and 0.23 K per 100 units of the
F10.7 cm radio flux respectively; the last set of values are
provided in order to facilitate the comparison with other studies.
Note that the direct comparison remains difficult because the
11-year solar cycle amplitude itself exhibits a very significant
variability from one cycle to another.

The temperature difference between solar maximum and
minimum is significantly positive in most parts of the strato-
sphere extending downward from the tropical stratopause over
mid-latitudes with a signal more pronounced in the northern
hemisphere. A vertical dipolar structure appears in the tempera-
ture response for higher latitudes in the HN, with a positive signal
in the upper stratosphere and a negative signal in the middle
stratosphere. However, this response is not statistically significant
due to the large interannual variability.

The temperature response from fixed phase solar forcing
simulations tends to be slightly larger than results from transient
simulation of the same model (0.6 K and 0.1 K per 100 units of the
F10.7 cm radio flux at the stratopause and below 10 hPa respec-
tively, SPARC-CCM Val Report, 2011). This is typical of model
studies based on simulations forced by constant solar maximum
and minimum conditions respectively. In our case, this effect
should be even more pronounced because the difference between
the measured solar spectra used as inputs to the model are larger
than the difference between the maximum and the minimum of a
typical 11-years solar cycle reconstructed monthly mean solar
spectra and used to force a transient simulation of our model
(SPARC-CCM Val Report, 2011). The solar response deduced from
this transient simulation of LMDz-Reprobus has been compared
against measurements and other CCMs in the framework of the
CCMVal Activity of SPARC-CCM Val Report (2011). The LMDZ-
Reprobus temperature response appears to be within the lower
range of the response of the other CCMs (1.1–0.35 K) in the upper
stratosphere. This under-estimation of the shortwave heating in
our model is certainly due to the low spectral resolution (two
bands) of the radiation code. While the majority of the modelled
upper stratospheric temperature responses seen in the CCMs are
broadly similar to the solar signal seen in SSU observations
(Randel et al., 2009), discrepancies between the models them-
selves and with observations sharply increase below 10 hPa.
Some CCMs like LMDz-Reprobus show a positive solar tempera-
ture signal that increases with increasing height, which is in good
agreement with SSU data (Randel et al., 2009). Other models
show a relative minimum in the middle stratosphere like the one
derived from ERA-40 data (Uppala et al., 2005) and some models
show a distinct temperature maximum in the lower stratosphere
which is present in the RICH radiosonde (Haimberger et al., 2008)
and ERA-40 data (Uppala et al., 2005).

Enhanced solar irradiance yields a statistically significant
ozone increase in the stratosphere, mainly because of the faster
oxygen photolysis. The vertical structure of the ozone response
derived from the difference between our two constant solar min
and max simulations (Fig. 3) shows a maximum of 4% at about
35–40 km. This response is larger than the response derived from
a transient simulation performed with the same model (SPARC-
CCM Val Report, 2011). This is mainly due to the larger difference
between the measured min and max solar spectra used here
compared to the amplitude of the average solar cycle used in
the transient simulation (SPARC-CCM Val Report, 2011), as
mentioned earlier. Interestingly, when considering the solar
response in temperature, this overestimation of the ozone
response somewhat also compensates for the underestimation
of shortwave heating in our model originating from the low
spectral resolution of the radiative code. Similar to the rather
good agreement on the vertical structure of the solar signal in
temperature, the evaluation of transient simulations in SPARC-CCM
Val Report (2011) found that the ozone response in CCMs compare
well with the one derived from Randel and Wu (2007) ozone data
in the middle and upper stratosphere; however, the agreement
between models, and between the models and observations
deteriorates in the lower stratosphere due to the increased
uncertainties. One can notice that NIWA-3D data (Hassler et al.,
2009) set shows a vertical structure of the ozone response that
differs from the Randel and Wu ozone data especially in the lower
stratosphere with a secondary peak in ozone between 20 and
25 km (region where the largest ozone column changes occur)
which is simulated in some of the CCMs (SPARC-CCM Val Report,
2011). The LMDz-Reprobus ozone response (derived from the
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present fixed phase solar forcing simulations or from the transient
simulations) exhibits a very small secondary peak in the lower
stratosphere which is found much lower than in the Randel and Wu
(2007) ozone data. There is general consensus that this secondary
maximum in the equatorial lower stratosphere results from trans-
port processes. In particular, it is associated to solar-induced
changes in planetary wave forcing, and hence changes in the
strength of the large-scale Brewer–Dobson circulation that seems
to be underestimated in the LMDz-Reprobus CCM.

3.2. Seasonal ozone solar signature

The climatological ozone response derived from the difference
between the solar maximum and minimum simulations as a
function of pressure and month is shown in Fig. 4 for low (151S–
151N) and high latitudes (701N–901N, 901S–701S). As expected, the
largest effect (5%) seen in the tropical band (associated with two
maxima in March and in October) corresponds to both equinoxes
when the solar average zenith angle is the smallest (Fig. 4a). These
two statistically significant maxima in the ozone response are
located at 40 km in good agreement with previous 2D photochemi-
cal simulations (Brasseur, 1993) and 3D model simulations (Austin
et al., 2008). The amplitude of the ozone response in the tropical
stratosphere observed at the 11-year time scale range values
between 2% and 4% and is in good agreement with our results
described here. However, direct comparisons with observations are
difficult to analyse because the solar cycle amplitude itself exhibit a
large variability (factor of nearly 2) from one cycle to another and
even more on the scale of solar-rotation and, the atmosphere
response derived from observations depends on the multi-linear
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regression analysis. At high latitudes, the amplitude of the climato-
logical ozone response can be two or three times larger than the
tropical one during winter–spring months (Fig. 4b,c). Even if the
inter-annual variability is large during these months, the response
remains relatively significant. The two Hemispheres exhibit slightly
different responses. In the upper stratosphere Northern Hemisphere
(NH), the difference between maximum and minimum solar condi-
tions shows a positive ozone anomaly in January followed by a
negative one in February. In contrast, in the upper stratosphere of
the Southern Hemisphere (SH) known to be less perturbed dyna-
mically, smaller differences on ozone fields as well as temperature
anomalies are simulated in winter. In the lower stratosphere where
the horizontal transport dominates, we observe an increase of ozone
in January in NH. In the Southern Hemisphere, we observe an ozone
increase in October followed by an ozone decrease in December that
appear not statistically significant. At mid-latitudes (not shown) the
response is more complex because it results from the mixing of the
low and high latitudes ozone signals. It includes both the photo-
chemical effect as observed in the tropical band with smaller
amplitudes as expected, and a dynamical feedback in NH winter
in both the upper stratosphere and in the vicinity of the tropopause.
3.3. Seasonal temperature solar signature

The climatological temperature response derived from the
difference between the solar maximum and minimum simula-
tions as a function of pressure and month for low and high
latitude bands (same as in Fig. 4) is shown in Fig. 5. In low
latitudes, the response in the upper stratosphere (above 1 hPa) is
positive and is maximum (minimum) during winter (summer)
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months. In the low stratosphere, the tropical response is larger in
JJA, in agreement with observations (Claud et al., 2008), but also
in February–March, in relationship with the opposite response at
high latitudes (see below). For high latitudes, the temperature
response to the 11-year solar cycle is of larger amplitude (5–10 K)
and is strongly correlated with ozone anomalies as suggested by
the comparison between Figs. 4 and 5. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere low stratosphere, the temperature response is positive
during early winter, and negative during late winter and is related
to a weaker and a stronger polar vortex respectively (see next
section). The response is opposite in the middle and upper
stratosphere. In the Southern Hemisphere, the temperature
response is negative in the 10–1 hPa pressure range, associated
with a stronger polar vortex, and positive above. This is expected
because the strong planetary wave activity can result in anti-
correlated perturbations in these two regions (Hauchecorne and
Chanin, 1983). In the lower stratosphere, a positive response
during SON followed by a negative response during NDJ are
observed, positively correlated with the ozone response. This
structure appears, however, not statistically significant.

3.4. Zonal wind solar signature

The climatological zonal wind response derived from the differ-
ence between the solar maximum and minimum simulations as a
function of pressure and month for low (151S–151N) and mid-high
latitude bands (501N–701N, 701S–501S) is shown in Fig. 6. In
low latitudes, below 5 hPa, the response of zonal winds to solar
forcing is rather weak: the zonal winds are generally slightly weaker
in case of high solar activity, with the exception of the upper
stratosphere from December until April. In the Northern Hemisphere
mid- and high-latitudes, a substantial response of the zonal wind to
the solar forcing appears during winter: zonal winds decrease in
early winter, and increase in late winter. This response is consistent
with the temperature response, with a polar vortex weaker at the
beginning of the winter and stronger afterwards. In the Southern
Hemisphere, for high-latitudes, zonal winds, in case of solar max-
imum, increase during winter months, decrease in October and then
increase from November onwards. However, the zonal wind solar
signature tends to be not statistically significant.
4. Role of the dynamics

4.1. Potential mechanisms

With a tropical stratospheric response to solar forcing in our
simulations that agrees well with previous numerical models and
the expected photochemical effects, the response at high and
mid-latitudes exhibits large amplitude disturbances in ozone,
temperature and wind that provide coherent patterns. In the
upper stratosphere, mainly in the tropical band (Fig. 4a) where
solar forcing is expected to be maximum, ozone increases due to
oxygen photo-dissociation and temperatures increase because of
ozone solar absorption. This effect is damped due to the tem-
perature dependence of the Chapman cycle (Keating et al., 1987).
Such temperature increases, even of small amplitude, modify the
meridional gradients in temperature and zonal winds, and there-
fore modulate the propagation of planetary waves (Kodera and
Kuroda, 2002). The large atmospheric differences at mid-high
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latitudes between solar maximum and minimum conditions
cannot be explained by radiative and photodissociation processes
only. This supports the idea of a significant contribution of
dynamics in the solar stratospheric response. Atmospheric waves
at different scales have the potential to link different regions
vertically and horizontally and to bring energy momentum far
from their sources. The atmospheric background (3D temperature
and wind field) has a large impact on wave propagation, mean
flow, and air mass circulation. In principle, this mechanism was
proposed long time ago (Hines, 1974). This mechanism was
difficult to test until recently since meteorological analyses were
not available up to the stratosphere and numerical tools not
enough sophisticated to test such hypothesis. Both observations
(Kodera, 1995; Claud et al., 2008) and numerical simulations
(Matthes et al., 2006) have now confirmed this mechanism. When
the planetary waves have small amplitudes, they impact weakly
the mean flow and consequently the polar vortex is well estab-
lished, circular and mainly circumpolar, forced radiatively by the
polar night conditions. Winds are stronger and the temperatures
are the lowest due to the minimum excursion of the vortex over
areas receiving sunlight. Conversely, when the wave amplitudes
are larger with higher wave numbers, the interactions with the
circular flow are stronger, resulting in a perturbed (displaced or
elongated) and weakened vortex with many excursions to lower
latitudes. Because of more sunlight exposure of the vortex,
temperatures are higher, weakening further the vortex. Some-
times, when the zonal flow is highly disturbed, the vortex breaks
up for several successive days and temperatures increase drasti-
cally, generating SSW events. The associated modifications of the
large-scale Brewer–Dobson have also been reported (see the
review by Gray et al., 2010). Since the planetary wave activity is
much lower in the southern hemisphere than in the northern
hemisphere, the response to the solar forcing through the
mechanism discussed previously is expected to be weaker in
the southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere, as it is
the case in our model results. However, in the northern winter
hemisphere, the atmospheric response is more complex as seen in
Figs. 4b, 5b, 6b where large different changes in amplitude and
sign occur from month to month. In contrast to the early winter
southern hemisphere, in the northern winter hemisphere, the
observed response is not only due to a continuous differential
effect from solar maximum to minimum conditions in planetary
wave forcing but rather due to the occurrence of Sudden Strato-
spheric Warmings (SSW). SSW, as a triggering mechanism, has
been already mentioned and simulated (Hampson et al., 2005)
and it has been suggested that the solar forcing could modify the
occurrence of SSW (Sonnemann and Grygalashvyly, 2007; Gray
et al., 2001, 2004). In fact the month-to-month variability of the
atmospheric response to solar forcing and the modification of the
sign of the response can only be understood when investigating
the timing of the occurrence of the sudden stratospheric warming
rather than the mean absolute winter occurrence. This explana-
tion has been suggested by Gray et al. (2006) in investigating the
Solar Cycle/QBO interactions. SSW that are commonly observed in
the northern hemisphere in winter correspond to a very specta-
cular phenomenon that induces large temperature and wind
deviation at middle and high latitudes. SSW are, however, a very
unstable processes and do not occur each year, not at the same
time during the course of the winter and very seldom in the
southern hemisphere (Labitzke, 1981). It was for the first time in
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2002 that a major warming was detected in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (Baldwin et al., 2003). Generally during early and
mid-winter, the westerly circulation develops due to the radiative
cooling of the polar stratosphere and the formation of the polar
vortex. In the northern hemisphere, extra-tropical planetary
waves, formed in the troposphere by the thermal and orographic
contrasts between oceans and continents, can propagate upwards
in westerly winds (Charney and Drazin, 1961) and grow until they
reach a critical amplitude and break, leading to a sudden disrup-
tion of the zonal circulation (Matsuno, 1971; Hauchecorne and
Chanin, 1983). During a SSW, polar stratospheric temperatures
increase by up to 40–60 K in one week at 10 hPa (around 30 km).
When a reversal of the zonal-mean wind to an easterly direction
is reached at 601N down to 10 hPa (Labitzke, 1977), these events
are qualified as major stratospheric warmings. If they occur at
the end of the winter (March–April), they mark the transition
between winter westerly winds and summer easterly winds and
are qualified as final warmings. Major SSW do not occur in all
winters, but are reported nearly every second winter while minor
warmings (not leading to a breakdown of the polar vortex) occur
1–2 times every winter (Dunkerton and Baldwin, 1991).
A documented climatology of SSW for the period 1958–2002
can be found in Charlton and Polvani (2007).
Fig. 7. Monthly temperature evolution at 901S (left) and 901N (right) from the LMDz-R

monthly climatology of these simulations in black for the solar minimum (top), solar m

corresponds to the variance of the difference. (For interpretation of the references to c
4.2. Solar response for the northern hemisphere winter

To better understand the role of the SSW in the stratospheric
response to solar forcing, Figs. 7b and 8b present the seasonal
evolution of temperature at 901N, 10 hPa and zonal wind at 601N,
10 hPa respectively. These figures show that in the northern
hemisphere, winter temperature and zonal wind exhibit a large
variability in both minimum and maximum solar conditions. In
48% of the winters (24 over 50), a major warming occurs in the
model between mid-November and mid-March according to
WMO criteria on polar temperature and wind at 601N. This
compares well with observations: Labitzke and Kunze (2009)
indeed report 41% of winters (28 over 68 from 1942 to 2009) with
a mid-winter major warming. Significant mean differences can be
observed between solar minimum and maximum conditions
(Figs. 7b and 8b) with large month to month fluctuations. During
solar minimum conditions, early winter (November–December)
shows a few SSW followed by relatively cold temperature and
strong zonal wind, while mid-winter usually warms progressively
through warming events and few cold late winters. Temperatures
during solar maximum conditions exhibit a larger variability with
a tendency to induce SSW already from December. After the SSW,
the blocking of planetary wave upward propagation by easterly
eprobus simulations. The 26 years of simulations are represented in blue and the

aximum (middle) conditions and the differences (max-min) (bottom). Dashed line

olor in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for monthly zonal winds at 601S (left) and 601N (right).
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wind allows the vortex to radiatively cool in February–March
and a strong final warming occurs in April reaching similar
temperatures than solar minimum conditions. Winds reveal also
alternative structure associated with successive differential polar
vortex conditions (Fig. 8b). In the mesosphere, anti-correlated
temperatures are observed as shown by Matsuno (1971)
and Keckhut et al. (2012) due to the balance of the global
circulation.
4.3. Solar response for the southern hemisphere winter

A large hemispheric difference is observed due to the well
known difference on Planetary Wave (PW) activity and interac-
tion with the mean flow leading to a globally stronger vortex than
in the northern hemisphere. During the southern hemisphere
winter for solar maximum conditions, a stronger polar jet and
cooler vortex is observed (Figs. 7a and 8a) but the differences are
hardly statistically significant. This is probably due to statistically
weaker wave activity, providing best conditions to enhance the
vortex stability. In late winter, temperature and wind vertical
profiles show alternate features likely due to the timing of the
final breakdown of the vortex. On average, the vortex breakdown
for solar minimum conditions occurs earlier, probably related to
its weakness.
4.4. Interactions between ozone, temperature, wind and planetary

waves in the northern hemisphere

Ozone responds differently to these dynamical disturbances
according to the dominant mechanism of photodissociation
versus transport and dynamics. When photochemical equilibrium
dominates, from around 30 to 70 km, the well-known anti-
correlation between ozone and temperature is observed through
the temperature dependence of the oxygen/ozone equilibrium
(Rood and Douglass, 1985). In the lower part of the atmosphere,
the atmosphere is mainly controlled by dynamical processes
(Garcia and Solomon, 1990). As a result, ozone changes are
expected to be driven by the wind changes, either horizontal or
vertical at different scales (Rood and Douglass, 1985; Gibson-
Wilde et al., 1997), and hence the relationship between ozone and
temperature is more complex (Wang et al., 1983). While the
largest atmospheric response to solar forcing is observed in the
stratospheric high latitudes and is due to planetary wave propa-
gation and SSW, the mean winter evolution appears to be better
trapped by using time sampling of 10 days as in Matthes et al.
(2006). The wind evolution over 10-day periods reveals fluctua-
tions (Fig. 9) that are due to the mean wave interactions and
successive SSW. For different solar conditions, the mean timing of
the dynamical disturbances associated with SSW differs and leads
to large solar signals in wind and temperature.
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In early winter, both the UV increase and the induced strato-
spheric ozone enhancement (Fig. 9e) lead to a direct stratospheric
tropical warming around 1 m hPa (Fig. 9d). The velocity and
direction of the planetary waves are then modified as it clearly
appears in December and early January (Fig. 9c). The large wave
activity observed at the beginning of the winter during the solar
maximum conditions, represented by the Eliassen-Palm Flux
vector (EPF), leads to a stronger wave mean flow interaction
and reduces the zonal wind at mid-latitudes (301–701) in the
upper stratosphere (30–50 km) in January, while for the same
period, the zonal wind during solar minimum conditions, remains
stronger. In mid-January (JAN2) where most of the stratospheric
warmings occur during solar max conditions, the wind decreases
(14 m/s), the induced warming in the lower stratosphere (9 K)
and associated cooling in the mesosphere (11 K) are the largest
compared to solar min conditions. Ozone mixing ratio (Fig. 9e)
increases at all altitudes between 15 and 50 km. This corresponds
to a correlation with temperature below 40 km where ozone
evolution is controlled by the dynamics, the SSW bringing tropical
air rich in ozone to polar latitudes, and an anti-correlation above
40 km explained by the temperature dependent photochemical
equilibrium of ozone at this altitude. Planetary waves propagating
from the mid-latitude troposphere upward to the stratosphere are
then refracted at proximity of the west wind anomaly appearing
during mid-January (JAN2) (Fig. 9c) and well represented also
by the anomalous positive anomaly of the EPF acceleration
divergence during the same month (not shown here). Those solar
signatures, while located during one month, are statistically
significant ð495%Þ.

During solar min conditions, the slower development of wave
activity in the stratosphere in the early winter is associated with a
well established polar vortex in mid-winter and a greater prob-
ability of conditions favourable to late SSW occurrence. In this
simulation, stratospheric warmings start to appear in January
with a maximum in early February, as shown by the temporal
evolution of the 10-days mean wind (Fig. 9a). During the same
period, solar max conditions exhibit a reinforced vortex after the
stratospheric warming period, and an associated damped plane-
tary wave activity. Thus waves dissipate at lower altitudes and
decelerate the zonal mean wind in the mid-latitude upper strato-
sphere as shown by the relative easterly winds and convergence
of the EP flux in late January. Concurrently, a negative anomaly of
the zonal wind appears in the tropical band, develops and
migrates poleward in February, while the positive anomaly shifts
further downward in the lower stratosphere.

The resulting differences between the two solar conditions are
then maximum in early February. A zonal mean wind difference
of 20 m/s can be noted around the stratopause of the
mid-latitudes (601) and significant temperature differences of
more than 10 K in the upper stratosphere and lower stratosphere
with an opposite sign, and wave activity as described by EPF, are
larger during solar minimum. During the transition period in late
January and early February, the bimodal thermal structure and
the wind difference seem to show a downward shift of the



Fig. 10. Polar projection from 01 to 901 of the long-term 10-day mean differences

of the temperature at 10 hPa and ozone column between the solar maximum and

minimum experiments in Jan2 and Feb2. Also plotted in white the contour of the

difference of the geopotential heights at the same pressure level. Contour interval:

1000 m2/s2.
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response pattern as already reported by previous studies (Kodera
and Kuroda, 2002; Matthes et al., 2006). These features result from
the fact that stratospheric warmings tend to start earlier during
solar max conditions and appear first in the upper stratosphere.

In comparison to Matthes et al. (2006), our results are similar but
shifted in time by about 1–2 months. This may be due to the fact that
first, in the runs of Matthes et al. (2006), ozone changes are
prescribed whereas ozone is computed interactively in our LMDZ-
Reprobus model, and second, they used prescribed QBO-like winds
whereas no QBO (Quasi-Biennal Oscillation) is included in our model.

4.5. Comparisons with observations

Comparisons with observations are not easy mostly because
the reported stratospheric response to solar forcing depends on
the QBO (Labitzke, 2007; Matthes et al., 2010; Salby and
Callaghan, 2000), which is not represented in our model. During
the West QBO phase, highly positive correlations of the zonally
averaged temperature in the lower stratosphere with the solar
signal are observed. These high correlations are associated with
the fact that more SSW are observed for solar maximum, inducing
a positive temperature difference between solar maximum and
solar minimum peaking in February when the planetary wave
activity is found to be largest (Van Loon and Labitzke, 2000).
During the East QBO phase, a weaker and less significant negative
response is observed. These negative correlation is connected to
the frequent occurrence of SSW at solar minima. Although the
QBO is not represented in LMDz-Reprobus, the equatorial zonal
wind is more representative of East QBO phase with dominant
easterly winds in the whole stratosphere. The negative response in
February in the model is in agreement with the weak negative
response during the East phase observations (Labitzke, 2007). The
time of occurrence of SSW in the winter is more reproducible in the
model, with preferred periods on both solar minimum and solar
maximum than in observations where SSW are observed all around
the winter. This may be due to the use of a prescribed SST annual
cycle. The difference between solar maximum and solar minimum
conditions in the model is clearly related to the difference in the
development of Planetary Wave (PW) activity in early winter.
Further studies are needed to understand why PW develop more
for solar maximum conditions in early winter and why SSW start to
occur earlier in the model than in observations. This latter point
cannot be considered as a model artefact, since according to the
SPARC-CCM Val Report (2011, Chapter 4), the representation of SSW
in LMDz-Reprobus is rather realistic both in terms of frequency
(albeit slightly more SSWs than in reanalyses, see Fig. 4.25) and
timing (Fig. 4.26). Compared to other models, the development of
SSWs in early winter is generally less frequent in LMDz-Reprobus.
5. Longitudinal response

Because the mechanisms that explain the mid- and high-lati-
tudes winter solar signature in the northern hemisphere involve
SSW, the zonal nature of the signature can be questionable. Strato-
spheric warmings induce vortex disturbances in mainly two classes:
elongated vortex splitting into two pieces, or a vortex displacement
characterized by a clear shift of the polar vortex off the pole, and its
subsequent distortion into a ‘‘comma shape’’ (Labitzke, 1981). The
longitudinal evolution of the temperature differences associated
with the geopotential heights difference at 10 hPa for both selected
periods of mid January (JAN2) and mid February (FEB2) is repre-
sented in Fig. 10. Apart from the clear reversal of the anomaly of
temperature above the Arctic already visible in Fig. 9, we observe a
clear longitudinal asymmetry specially above Europe and North
America where it is warmer for solar maximum than above Asia
where it tends to be colder in mid-January (JAN2). This asymmetry
tends to reverse in mid-February (FEB2) where this becomes colder
at this level pressure above Europe and North America. The contour
of the geopotential height difference at 10 hPa shows a clear positive
anomaly at the pole in mid-January (JAN2) getting negative in
mid-February (FEB2) corresponding to a stronger polar vortex in
maximum of activity due to a stronger Polar Night Jet (PNJ). Both
patterns are very similar. The signature is barotropic in January with
a good correspondence between positive anomalies in temperature
and geopotential height and is more baroclinic in February with a
displacement of the maximum of negative signature shifted toward
East Siberia in geopotential height. Such non-zonal effect
confirms the preliminary finding obtained with a mechanistic
model (Hampson et al., 2005). The total ozone difference in
January (Fig. 10) presents a maximum positive value above Arctic
and North Siberia of up to 50 Dobson Units (DU) in phase with
temperature and geopotential height differences. This very large
anomaly is explained by the fact that the ozone difference is
positive in the whole stratosphere. In February a negative total
ozone difference is observed above North Siberia, in phase with
the geopotential height. It is surrounded by several regions with
a positive difference. These results suggest that data analysis
should be performed on sampling periods compatible with SSW
timescales (typically over 10-day periods) and regionally instead
of considering monthly or seasonal zonal means. A comprehen-
sive understanding of the impact of the 11-year solar cycle on the
atmosphere requires to consider zonally asymmetric ozone as an
additional intermediary for communicating variations in solar
cycle to the atmosphere through wave-mean flow interaction
(Nathan et al., 2011).
6. Discussion

In this paper, results from the CCM LMDz-Reprobus simulations
have been considered to investigate the dynamical amplification
of the stratospheric solar response to the 11-year solar cycle.
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The present study is focused on the dynamical relationship between
the stratospheric solar response and the occurrence of stratospheric
warmings and their timing using analyses of monthly and 10 days
mean model outputs, particularly at high latitudes. Overall, the
annual mean response clearly shows a radiative and photochemical
response, especially in the upper stratosphere, while the monthly
analysis presented in this paper suggests the importance of the
dynamical response, as already reported in observations (Chandra,
1986; Keckhut et al., 2005; Claud et al., 2008). Our results emphasize
the crucial role of stratospheric circulation changes in middle and
high latitudes. Our study supports the mechanism proposed by
Kodera and Kuroda (2002) by which modifications in the winter
polar stratosphere brought about by anomalous solar heating may
influence the upward propagation of planetary waves and thus their
deposition of momentum involved in the strength of the mean
stratospheric overtuning. The main temperature and wind responses
are due to a statistically different timing of the occurrence of SSW
according to systematic small changes of the planetary wave propa-
gation induced by the solar conditions. Successive positive and
negative responses are then reported during the course of the winter,
showing some consistencies with the observations in the upper
stratosphere-lower mesosphere as shown in Keckhut et al. (2005).
In the model, solar minimum conditions are generally associated with
a stronger vortex in early winter while solar maximum conditions
experience more early SSW, as illustrated by a stronger wave mean
flow interaction and reduced zonal wind at mid-latitudes in
the upper stratosphere. The study by Kodera et al. (2003), which
investigated the relationship between the interannual variation of the
winter atmosphere and the solar forcing, showed that the solar
response moves from a radiatively driven stage to a dynamically
driven stage through a transition period. This regime-like structure
can produce a large dynamical response to the initial solar forcing,
with the variations in wave forcing being possibly produced by the
changes in the propagating conditions in the stratosphere. Our work,
which investigated more precisely the second stage of this process,
provides further evidence for this mechanism, at least in our model.
In February, the solar–atmospheric response is opposite because the
solar minimum conditions induce some SSW while solar maximum
conditions exhibits a reinforced vortex after the stratospheric warm-
ing period, and damped planetary wave activity. In late winter, a
reversal of temperature differences is obtained with major SSW
mostly observed during solar maximum conditions. This agrees with
SSW occurrence studies based on meteorological reanalyses that
reveal a different timing of SSW according to solar conditions (Gray
et al., 2004; Camp and Tung, 2007). Our results confirm those
reported in a previous publications, even if they are shifted in time.
Whether this shift can be explained by the specific behaviour or
biases of our model or by the differences in the runs (prescribed
versus interactive ozone and prescribed versus no QBO) remains to be
assessed. However, as pointed above, no bias towards a too large
development of SSW in early winter has been found in LMDz-
Reprobus (SPARC-CCM Val Report, 2011, Chapter 4). In the southern
hemisphere, the largest winter solar signal consists in an enhanced
and more persistent vortex during solar maximum conditions. At the
end of the winter too, some alternated features can be observed due
to a shift of the timing of the final warming.

As a summary, our study demonstrates that:
1.
 The stratospheric response to solar forcing is very variable in
time from month to month, and even at shorter timescales,
and regionally due to the non-zonal nature of SSW ; this has
strong implications in the way of analyzing observational data
through the choice of the averaging processes. It is therefore
recommended to avoid multi-months and/or zonal data aver-
aging to characterize the solar response in the northern
hemisphere at mid and high latitudes.
2.
 The term dynamical amplification used in the text does not
imply a systematic global mean warming or cooling (none of
them is reported here), but rather a significant spatio-temporal
redistribution of the energy momentum leading to detectable
solar signals in some regions for specific periods in the
stratosphere. A similar variability of the response in the
troposphere is also possible. Since large stratospheric solar
signals have been reported here, changes in ozone distribution
and in stratospheric warmings occurrence can be seen as a
two-step amplification mechanism of the direct irradiance
solar forcing. Ozone production (almost entirely due to the
photolysis of O2 in the UV range in the stratosphere) is very
sensitive to the UV solar spectrum modifications, and SSWs are
a triggering mechanism that is very sensitive to changes in the
background wave propagating conditions. Therefore, even
small changes in the solar UV can impact the ozone distribu-
tion, resulting in modifications of the temperature latitudinal
gradients and zonal wind intensity. Subsequently, small
changes in zonal wind can be sufficient to generate SSWs.
3.
 The ground response is expected to be non zonal at least as
much as the stratospheric response is concerned. Our under-
standing of stratosphere–troposphere dynamical coupling
needs to be improved to understand the ground response
through a downward propagation of the signal. A comprehen-
sive understanding of the impact of the 11-year solar cycle on
the atmosphere requires to consider zonally asymmetric ozone
as an additional intermediary for communicating variations in
solar cycle to the atmosphere through wave-mean flow inter-
action (Nathan et al., 2011). It is, however, clear that only CCM
coupled with an ocean model can provide a realistic climate
response at the surface, with the ocean contributing to com-
plexify the regional variability of the response, e.g. Rind et al.
(2008) and Meehl et al. (2009).

Finally, these simulated winter features are difficult to com-
pare in detail with observations for several reasons:

First, most of the rare statistical analysis of observations
averaged the winter data over a minimum of three months to
produce significant statistical results. This study shows a non-
uniform response during winter with large alternating features
which were suspected in monthly wind analyses performed by
Kodera and Kuroda (2002).

The second reason is related to the model forcing. While the
model has its own variability and the dynamical parameters
exhibit realistic amplitudes, the perpetual prescribed SST cannot
induce any forced winter behaviour. These results suggest to use
transient simulations instead of the differences between two
perpetual annual conditions and a detailed evaluation of the
dynamics using Chemistry Transport Models to figure out those
who provide the most similar statistical dynamical evolution. An
additional caveat of our study is related to the fact that this model
does not include the Quasi Biennal Oscillation (QBO). Its is known
that this wind oscillation has a strong impact on planetary waves
propagation (Holton and Tan, 1980), and so, should also influence
the atmospheric solar responses (Kodera, 1991; Labitzke, 2005;
Lu et al., 2009).
7. Conclusions

This present modelling study shows that the large tempera-
ture responses of the middle atmosphere at mid- and high-
latitudes are due to planetary wave propagation and associated
stratospheric warming events through two slightly different
mechanisms in both hemispheres. In the northern hemisphere,
changes are mainly associated with the occurrence of SSW and
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their timing along the winter. The temperature changes over the
tropics, induced by ozone changes and the level of solar UV
emission, impact planetary waves propagation. During solar
minimum conditions, simulations indicate a slightly stronger
polar vortex in early winter and late SSW, while during solar
maximum conditions, earlier SSW can be noted. Large atmo-
spheric responses according to solar activity, with changing signs
of the response during the winter, are then reported. In the
southern hemisphere, the solar response is less variable and more
continuous along the winter only due to planetary wave propaga-
tion as no SSW are generated. The largest responses occur at the
end of the winter due to the timing of the wind reversal.

This work is a mechanistic approach that needs further
investigations to provide a realistic response that can be com-
pared with the solar response and its timing in the observation as
the self generation of SSW in Chemistry Climate Models is quite
different from one model to another. In this respect, the radiative
forcing can be improved but this will not significantly change the
mechanism described here. However, if the timing of the response
needs to be further investigated, this study shows that the origin
of the large temperature changes observed in the stratosphere at
mid and high latitudes is better understood and gives some
indications about how data should be analyzed in the future to
better describe the solar response: averaged over continental
regions and by monthly or even 10-day period means rather than
for zonal bands and yearly means.
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